
Advanced Parasitic Removal 
Destructive Outsiders Have NO Authority Here! 

 

 

 

A Mystic’s View 
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Forward 
Galactic Societies/Families whose agendas are to Dominate and/or to 
Parasitically Use Others had invaded the space of Our Divine Families. This 
invasion had occurred well before there was any consideration of an Earth life. In 
fact, their destructive presence and ownership within our Galactic worlds was the 
reason that our Divine Families Council searched for such a planet as Earth. 

Since 2000 many have gathered and acted from these restored truths: 

• Humanity is here on Mission to remove all Parasitic, Dominating, Destructive 
Outsiders from our entire Life Force. 

• The Original plan for the Female to Design systems and with Authority, remove the 
Outsiders and the Original plan for the Male to Nurture the Female’s work was 
discovered and ended. 

• Females were given the Assignment to discern, through their sensitive nature, any 
Outsider at the first sign of their Presence. 

• When the Female Mission and Authority was discovered, the Outsiders crippled the 
wiring within All body suits and targeted those Soul members in Female body suits 
in order to cripple them or to destroy them. 

• Since the Outsiders had ownership over the Male bodysuit, they quickly began their 
domination campaign to control through the Male. 

• In 2000 this hidden knowledge was restored and Authority regained with the help 
of Spiritual Teachers and Supportive 
Societies from outside the Divine 
Families who did have Sovereignty. 

• So, now all Divine Family members 
in physical body suites are called to 
the Mission of removing Destructive 
Outsiders and restoring Sovereignty. 
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Distinguishing 
Understanding The Divine Families 
There are seven different Divine Families who are on Earth with 
the same purpose. That purpose has several stages. 

• First to identify the energies of Invading societies what have 
brought harm, destruction, fragmentation and entrapment to 
the family’s members 

• Second, to neutralize those societies and remove them to their Home of Origin. 

• Third, restore the Divine Family members, in all worlds, to their Original Home 
Harmonic of various aspects of Good. 

• To choose and experience, directly and/or vicariously, what was intended in each 
Family’s Original Agenda, their purpose for extending from their Divine Home. 

Understanding Other Families 
There are several Galactic Families who are on Earth, each with their own purpose. 

• Outsider Galactic Families who set an agenda to Dominate Others 

• Outsider Galactic Families who set an agenda to Use Others 

• Divine Galactic Societies who volunteered to help balance energies throughout the 
Greater Galactic Worlds 

• Divine Galactic Societies who volunteered to help the Original Seven Families to 
either identify or remove those Families of Domination or Usury 

Distinguishing the Families 
• The Seven Families whose mission was to restore their sovereignty are called 

Original Divine Families. 

• The Families whose agenda is to Use, to Dominate, or in anyway diminish the 
Galactic Family’s Original Agendas of Good are called, Outsiders. 

• The Families whose commitment is to support, guide, work with the Original 
Families in restoring Sovereignty within the Galactic worlds, including Earth, are 
called, Assistants. 
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Steps to Restore Sovereignty 
My Divine Homes contain All Aspects of Good, therefore, on Earth, the Divine Nature 
express as Good. Any thought, behavior, or form that is contrary to Good or discounts 
any aspect of Good, indicates the presence of Outsider energy or imbalanced energy 
and at the first hint of constrictions, we act quickly. 

Step 1: Identification and Removal of All Outsider’s and their forms 

• First, notice and recognize energy at any frequency that is NOT of the Divine 
Family’s vibration of Good. You can ask the question, “would this thought, action, 
proposal lead to Good for Life? of not? 

• Name it for what it is.. “ “Rape’ I see you as a manifestation of Outsider agenda 
energy”.  

• Call in the extensive teams, including the PTO teams whose assignment is to 
neutrals and remove such energies. “PTO, ‘rape’ is a reflection of Outsider energy 
and has no right in our world. Neutralize, contain and remove the entire 
configuration back to it’s Home of origin. 

• Hold that focus for 17 seconds. If there is more energy of Discounting, repeat the 
steps. 

Step 2: Correction to Original Harmonics 
• Call in the extensive teams that work collaboratively to cleanse space, reconfigure 

pathways and do whatever if necessary for Divine Harmonics to flow. 

Step 3: Full Enrichment of Divine 
Life Force: Light, Love, Good 
• There are other Spiritual teams whose 

assignment is to refresh the energy 
space and channel the Divine Life Force 
in the form of colors, numbers, symbols 
and ideas in order to strengthen the 
space. Call them in and ask that they do 
this work. 
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The Web of Life 
Carbon is the Key Element that makes all life on Earth possible 
Life as we know it on Earth, could not exist without Carbon in the mix. The "carbon" 
with humankind is the element of Divine Good. 

The Nature of all Elements is to receive and to broadcast 
Air, Water, Fire, Mineral can all be asked to participate and can be programmed to 
broadcast the word of authority. 

Authority Restored 
The Law on this planet is that “the Souls in physical body suits who are on mission as 
a Divine Family members” has the Authority to speak their words of choice into the 
greater energy fields and imprint that field.”  

Because these Divine Family members exist in the very slowest vibrational fields, the 
3-D of physical, their words and commands broadcast from their existence upward 
into all faster vibrational dimensions, i.e. mental, emotional, etheric, spiritual, and 
Galactic. When their word is spoken or thought, it imprints and all responded to it.  

There are unlimited teams of Spiritual Beings who can follow through on the request 
and take actions throughout the multiple dimensions of Energy to fulfill on the Word. 
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Putting a Program Together 
The Name: Red Rock Vortex and Sacred, Sovereign Ground 

Step 1: Identification and 
Removal of All Outsider’s and their forms 

• Shield All Carbon/ All the is Good against Outsiders 

• Broadcast frequency formula from Carbon/Good to identify and remove of all 
Outsiders 

• Shield, surround, fill and broadcast frequency formula around and through all 
Elements, i.e. water, fire, earth, air and mineral to actively search out, identify and 
remove all Outsiders 

• Surround and Shield each particle of recalibrated energy as it flows through the 
Sun’s portals for the exclusive use of Good by those on Earth Mission 

• Contain and identify forms with Divine Assigned vibration as Individuals whose 
forms are aligned to our Divine Families, i.e. cities, businesses, projects 

• Contain and identify all forms without Divine Assigned vibration and treat them as 
Outsiders. 
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Step 2: Correction to Original Harmonics 

• Secured within the Red Rock Vortex, the Life flow of Divine Family’s Home is 
manifesting exclusive Good in the Web of Life 

• The Cords of inter connection within the Web of Life is cleared with the TAG 
Matrixes and PTO teams’ work 

• UFO engineers evaluate the physical body suits’s blueprint to evaluate and assure 
an updated blueprint that aligns to each Divine Family’s heritage 

• Blueprint replacement, anchored and activated for each “individual” 

• TAG, Transform and Removal teams to make transition times effortless, gentle 
while extremely powerful and effective. 

• Assure resonance of Soul’s Divine Family’s harmonics with the vibrancy, 
community and inspiration of the Divine Home.  

Step 3: Full Enrichment of Divine Life Force: Light, Love, Good 

• Enrich the entire Galactic Families’ fields with original excitement for agenda. 

• Flow and fill with harmonics of Light, Love, Good, Generosity and Kindness, 
commitment to unity within diversity. 

• Imagine all colors and numbers actively infusing the Galactic and Earth space of 
the Divine Families. 
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Create Sacred, Sovereign Space 
Components of a Sacred Ground Circle of Sovereignty: 
• Create a Stone Circle with Nature rocks that want to act as Guardians 

• Surround this Circle with two circles of reflective elements. One to reflect inward 
for awareness and another the other to reflect outward returning awareness to all 
‘others’. 

• Place Tesla towers around the circle connecting and broadcasting through all 
towers including cellular towers. This is a numerical broadcasting of Red Rock 
Vortex for Sacred Sovereign Ground. 

• Direct all Pyramid’s frequencies to add their powerful vibrations through the Tesla 
Towers to heal humankind. 

• Call in the vibrations of all structures such as Stonehenge to active to their Divine 
purpose. 

• Call in the TAG teams, PTO teams, Juel’s Sacred Sisters and the Golden Dragons 
and give them permission to work directly with the Earth frequencies and above. 

 Components for Individual’s Circle: 

• An individual’s name is placed within a stone circle and is in a independent Red 
Rock Circle vortex.  

• Individual circles, such as in a family, can then be enclosed within the larger circle. 

• Individuals are one formed element on the Web of Life. Imagine the entire within 
the permanent Sacred Circle that allows a culture of Good to emerge. 

Your Sacred Circle and Sacred Spaces will become parts within the 
larger broadcasting network! 
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Anchoring Mission 
When, How, and Where  
When? 

• Read through this booklet about once a month to keep the entire system activated. 

• Create a personal circle to represent the entire Larger one. This can be in any way 
that you choose, i.e. drawing, alter space, actual stone circle. With your 
imagination, put yourself inside this cocoon daily. 

• At least once a day anchor the Red Rock Vortex for Sacred Sovereign Ground and 
affirm this Mission work and activate the entire protocol. 

How?  

• Light a candle, imagine the World in exclusive Good, add it to your meditation,  

• Hold the focus for at least 17 seconds each time. 

• Stop at various times throughout your day to observe if you are “out of Sacred”. If 
so, do whatever you need to bring yourself back within the Web and Vortex of the 
Red Rock and Sacred, Sovereign Ground. 

When? 

• At the beginning of the day. Activate the Red Rock Vortex and Sacred, Sovereign 
Ground protocol around you. You can do this often during the day and/or night. 

• Active the broadcasting and all Spiritual Teams to go before you into your day, 
space and time. 
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Components of the  
Red Rock-Sacred, Sovereign Ground 
The Energy Field Created  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Teams working within the 
 Red Rock Vortex energy field 

• PTO Teams 
• Tesla Teams 
• TAG teams  
• TAG Matrix teams 
• Seven-Family Collaborative Council 
• UFO Engineers 
• Truth tellers/knowers  
• Multiple teams and councils 
• Sisters of Juel’s 
• Golden Dragons

Components within the Red 
Rock Vortex energy field 

• Circle of Stones 

• Circle reflecting energies back to 
the one emitting them 

• Circle reflecting energies back to 
you for learning 

• Tesla Tower network 

• 35 groups in Pyramid network 

• 60 groups in Stonehenge network 

• 130 groups prepared and 
unknown at this time 

• Elements of fire, water, air, earth, 
mineral 

• Individual’s created  
    Sacred Space 

name
Structures such as the 

Pyramids and Stonehenge 
were designed and created 

for THIS time in the 
evolutionary journey of 

those Souls on Earth 
Mission. This is the system 

created to return all Life 
to the Divine Nature of 

Good. 



Who is Commanding? 
Layers of Voices in Reclaiming Our Space 

The voice of each components has its own unique vibrational pattern. If the voice, 
words and focus are not in sync, chaos can occur. 
Can you imagine what happens when the component’s voices are focused on the same 
outcome? What happens when there is a clear circle of Soul’s in physical body suits 
holding the focus and voice of Sovereignty and Restoration to Divine Agenda of 
Good? The outcome of the Game shifts to align to the Clarity of Good. 
Powerful! 

Layers of the Teams involved in this Mission for Sovereignty.  
Who is commanding and responding: 

Take back and restore to Divine Good: 
• All Divinely created structures and systems 
• All co-opted energies 
• All physical structures 
• All physical body suits 
• All interconnecting cords in the Web of Life 
• All contracts that allow Outsiders to be anchored within the Divine Family’s space 

is fulfilled, forgiven and removed. 
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Galactic Forces.. unlimited responders and guides

Spiritual Teams.. unlimited responders and guides

Forms and Structures.. broadcasting

Physical beings.. interdependent discern, choose, act command 



And So It Is! 
Writing the New Story 
Always, writing a new story and imprinting those vibrations into the Great Unlimited 
Flow of Life is critical. Do this by writing Reality Statements and speaking them 
within the Reality Shift Process. 

Statement Suggestions: 

• Myself, the Seven Divine Families, Earth and All in the Web of Life is cleared and 
restored to the Original Harmonics of Divine Home and Agendas.  

• The Mission of clearing the Galactic Families of all Outsider energy is complete. 

And so it is! 

What you Can Expect 

• To discover inner triggers  
• to develop your level of commitment 
• to strengthen your consistence 
• to use your healing tools 
• to feel empowered 
• to see the world chaos for what it is, manifestations of Outsider’s agenda 
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Additional information 
There are several options for more information about this work. They can be found 
at: 

http://www.sharonriegiemaynard.com 

http://www.restored2yoursoul.com 

http://womenstandlead.org 

Much Love,        Sharon Riegie-
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